We analyze evolution of string size in higher-dimensional cosmology with phantom field. Assuming that the Universe possesses the phantom field defined in a ten-dimensional spacetime, we predict string size which is claimed to be that of photon in nature at present. The Universe size increases as in the standard inflationary Universe model while the photon size decreases drastically at the early stage of the string evolution after the Big Bang. Moreover, the photon spin in the phantom Universe is analyzed in the framework of the stringy cosmology.
As it is well known, the particles in the string theory are supposed to be extended objects [1, 2] . Via the string version of the Hawking-Penrose singularity theorem [3] , the stringy cosmology was proposed [4] with a success that, with the extended string particle, one describes precisely the Universe expansion after the Big Bang. Moreover, in the stringy cosmology model, one has an advantage that the degrees of freedom of the rotation and the shear are introduced naturally. In phantom cosmology [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the Universe expansion up to the present Universe age has been studied. Motivated by this, we will investigate the validity of the string size evolution in higher-dimensional spacetime with phantom field. One notes that the ten-dimensional phantom cosmology has a prominent feature which analyzes string size in itself.
The model is defined by the Lagrangian with tendimensional indices and cosmological constant
where σ is the phantom field and α is shorthand defined as α = 8πG/c 4 . Variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the metric yields the Einstein equations
where the energy-stress tensor is given by
We take an ansatz for the metric
where a(t) is the scale factor of the three-dimensional Universe and b(t) is the scale factor of the extra six dimensions associated with the internal torus space [15] . From (2), we find differential equations with the overdots denoting the derivatives with respect to time,
whose solutions are given by
where a 0 and b 0 are the initial values of a and b at t = 0, respectively. Up to now, we briefly recapitulate the setup of the phantom cosmology scheme in Ref. [8] . Now, we proceed to construct further novel stringy phenomenology using the phantom cosmology. To do this, we take an ansatz that, after the Planck time t P lanck = 5.39 × 10 −44 second near the Big Bang, the sizes of the Universe and the string are the same each other so that one can choose a 0 and b 0 to become the Planck length [16] a 0 = b 0 = l P lanck = 1.62 × 10 −33 cm.
We exploit the relation
where Λ * is the four-dimensional cosmological constant. We next define a dimensionless variable x as t = xt * , t * = 4.28 × 10 17 sec,
with t * being the age of the Universe [17] . Inserting Λ in (8) and t in (9) into (6), we obtain a(x) = a 0 exp 1.07x + 4n 9 (1 − e −9.61x ) , (10) Inserting the size of the our present Universe at x = 1 [18] a * = 4.35 × 10 28 cm,
into (10), we fix the value of n to be n = 315.86. With the above value of n, we obtain a(x) = a 0 exp 1.07x + 140.38(1 − e −9.61x ) , (13)
The result in (14) is a formula which describes the string size evolution.
In particular, at x = 1 in (14), we arrive at the size b * of the present string:
Here, we claim that the size in (15) is that of photon in nature at present, if we assume that our Universe possesses the phantom field, and that it is defined in the higher-dimensional manifold with the extra dimensions as in the standard string theory [1, 2] . According to the stringy cosmology [4] , the photon has a spin structure, due to its rotation whose magnitude is assumed to be the same as that of the rotating Universe itself. Here one notes that the Universe consists of celestial objects such as galaxies, stars and planets. If we combine the results on the photon rotation from the stringy cosmology with those of the phantom scenario, the photon has an extremely tiny size with the spin degree of freedom. The explanation about the photon spin phenomenology seems to be consistent with the corresponding experiment. Here, we predict additionally the size of the photon stringy (not point) particle in (15) . Moreover, the above results on the Universe and the string sizes indicate that, after the Universe age t * = 4.28 × 10 17 sec (strictly speaking after t * − t P lanck ), a * increases as in the standard inflationary Universe model, while b * decreases in contrast:
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we depict log 10 [a(x)/a 0 ] and log 10 [b(x)/b 0 ] in terms of the dimensionless time variable x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1). Fig. 1 shows that the curve is rising up at the early stage of the Universe evolution. Similarly, in Fig. 2 we find that the string size is drastically falling down at the early stage of the string evolution. This phenomenon is due to the fact that in (13) and (14) the last terms are predominant in these curves. Moreover, these features about the Universe scale factor seems to be consistent with those of the standard inflationary cosmology.
In summary, we have assumed that the Universe has the phantom field in a ten-dimensional spacetime, to predict the string size. We have claimed that the predicted string size is the photon size in nature at present. The formulas for the scale factors of the Universe and the string indicated that the Universe size increases rapidly at the early stage of the evolution as in the standard inflationary Universe model and the photon size decreases drastically at the early stage of the evolution after the Big Bang. Moreover, the photon spin has been investigated in the framework of the stringy cosmology with the phantom field.
